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the chronicles of riddick: assault on dark athena is an action role-playing video game based on the film franchise of the same name. the game was developed by terminal reality and published by vivendi games for microsoft windows. it was released in march 2009. the chronicles of riddick: assault on dark athena is an interactive movie
based on the film franchise of the same name. the interactive movie is free to play, but features a number of in-game purchases, including weapon upgrades, characters, and the ability to play a "trial version". assault on dark athena is an action game that takes place on a world where the sun is in decline. with the sun gone, powerful
forces are fighting for control of the system's resources. but where the sun has left behind a path of destruction, riddick, the deadliest hunter in the universe, has created a new life. riddick may be the last hope for a future that has been stolen from those who live in the shadows. assault on dark athena is a first person action game set
in the 41st century. with the world changing around you, riddick becomes the hunted, as bounty hunters and mercenaries pursue him across the solar system. riddick has learned that the planet he was born on, furya, is being used to store the unspeakable horrors of a long dead race. the chronicles of riddick: assault on dark athena is

a first-person action-adventure video game, developed by starbreeze studios and published by deep silver, and is the first game in the chronicles of riddick series. the game was released in november 2004 for playstation 2, xbox, and microsoft windows. 5ec8ef588b
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